
MEME KONG

COMMUNITY STANDARDS

Here at Meme Kong we insist on becoming the KING of all meme coins and taking everyone who believes in
us, with us. We don’t say anything without believing it, strategizing on how to get it and working relentlessly
to achieve it.  We come in extremely humble for those that came before and paved the way for us to be
where we are. It is that gratitude and tireless work ethic that will allow us to become the KING.

With that being said, no Founder, Dev, Team and Community before or after will ever match our unrelenting
intensity, extreme hunger and unwavering integrity. A bold statement we know and we are fully prepared to
back it up from the moment of launch until we all reach the stratosphere, TOGETHER.

We do this by keeping a tight not community with one common goal of treating everyone with mutual love
and respect not only within our community but all around this space which is sorely lacking today. We are
here because we all believe in crypto and are creating a community to lift people up and empower them to
make positive changes in their own lives and communities. We at Meme Kong believe the true measure of
success is how many people you bless.

Therefore the Meme Kong team and community will adhere to the following standards:

1. No discussing political views and current world a�airs in the Meme Kong Community. Our goal is to
make a positive di�erence in the world no matter where you are from or who holds o�ce.

2. No ethnic, religious, sexual discriminating or derogatory comments in the chat or VCs. We are all
human and Meme Kong is a beacon of trust and community that welcomes everyone.

3. No extreme language, swearing or threats made towards anyone in or outside our community in the
chats and VCs. You may LFG all day but the moment comments are directed towards another with
malicious intent, ROBOKONG will eat you for lunch and spit you out of the community.

4. No Chimp-PANSIES! Which all fudders will be labeled and blocked! Meme Kong welcomes questions
and constructive criticism and is always open to community feedback. However, blatant FUD and
disrespect will not be tolerated. Those who violate will be blocked and not be given a second thought. We
have holders who believe in us and collectively we are going to make our dreams a reality by concentrating
on community and growth.

5. Only discussion about Meme Kong in the chat and VCs, no advertising other tokens or projects. We
wish your portfolio nothing but growth and success but only talks about Meme Kong and its a�liates in
our community.

We at Meme Kong would like to thank each and every one of you for believing in us as we embark on our
mission to be the king of all Meme Coins.  It is that steadfast belief that will propel us to new heights. We
will continue day in and day out to give this community nothing short of our absolute best.


